Weather Forecasting Using Decision Tree
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Abstract

The present situation of climate change calls for the need to develop a system which can forecast temperature in advance so that it can be helpful for making polices by government. Decision Trees is a method used to analyse combination of Mathematical & Computational Techniques in order to make description, categorisation & generalisation of given set of data using machine learning to predict behaviour for future performance. In this study the Decision Tree techniques like Quinlan's M5 algorithm (M5P), Reduced Error Pruning Tree (REP Tree), Random Forest, Logit Boosting, Ada Boosting M1 Tool are used to analyse the weather parameter Maximum Temperature and Minimum Temperature for Delhi region. Daily data set of 17 months has been used for analysing and forecasting. It is observed that among the techniques of decision tree; Random Forest is much effective than statistical methods as it gives better results in less time and less statistical errors.
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Introduction

In India, where the major share of economy is agriculture based as a result of which large share of the economic growth in terms of GDP depend on weather. An optimising model is an important characteristic to solve many problems which can be of the type: business oriented, society related or can be resource allocation problem. A mathematical modelling in
which either objective function or constraints or both are in non linear form is called non linear mathematical modelling. Data mining is the process of analysing, processing and studying the patterns and relations among the huge data sets in order to forecast the future values. Data mining techniques involves different tools and techniques for the study of time series or data. In the present study the application of different tools of decision tree has been studied for weather parameters.

Decision Tree is an optimising technique used in order to make decisions on the basis of tree structure graphs or model by analysing possible events and hence possible chances of outcomes. Mathematical programming or Optimisation techniques are applied to select the best element from the available sets of alternatives. Optimisation technique is a method under Data Mining. Decision Trees is a combination of mathematical & computational techniques in machine learning. Ashwini et.al. (2018) forecasted rainfall on monthly basis using multiple linear regression technique [1]. Bhardwaj et.al. (2010) forecasted bias-free rainfall and temperature using T-170 model in monsoon season [2]. Among the initial studies Breiman (1984) using CART method studied trees, to increase size without pruning [3]. It was further discussed by Breiman et.al (1996, 2000, 2001, 2004) that gains in classification and regression can be collected using collection of trees such that every tree is the collection growing according to a studied random value. The average of the ensembles are useful in calculating the forecast. Collection includes tree structures as forecasters, all trees are formed by providing randomness, hence called “random forest” [4,5,6,7]. For monthly prediction Petre (2009) studied DT for representation and interpretation using CART[21]. New metric named information gain is applied for choosing the attributes for classifying set in study of Chandar (2013) on ID3 [8]. Since 1990’s decision tree has been studied in terms of the classification and regression approach by Svetnik et.al. (2003), Diaz et.al (2006), Genuer et.al. (2008,2010) [27, 9, 12, 13]. Adaptive Nearest Neighbour method and relation among
random forest were studied by Lin et. al (2006) [18]. Weather Forecasting Using Machine Learning Algorithm was done by singh et. Al. (2019) [20]. Multi-Dimension-Model was used by Durai et.al. (2014) for rainfall prediction[10]. The prediction of weather was done by Dhamodaran et. Al. (2020) using Random Forest Algorithm and GIS Data Model [11]. The impact of weather on the human moods was studied by Howarth et.al. (1984) using the linear regression and canonical correlation analysis which included 10 mood variables which were related to the 8 weather parameters for multi-dimensional study [14]. The methods namely kNN, DT, Navie Bayes were compared by Khan et. al. (2014) in their work and it was showed that DT gave desirable results comparatively [16]. On similar lines Kaur (2012) compared and studied CART, Quest, C5.0, CHAID in forming a decision tree [15]. A different study of analysing the effect of using heat storage, aimed at the night shift operation was studied by Hardi et. al. in the form of absorber type optimization [30]. The optimisation technique applied by Paul et. al. for global pipeline design optimisation and reducing the cost for pipeline service has been studied [31]. In past along with weather parameters various other kinds of system parameters in other natural entities like air and water have been extensively studied using different tools for forecasting purpose. Lawrence et. al. (2005) studied humidity & Dew Point relation [17]. Manikandan et. al. (2017) studied weather and forecasted using C4.5[19]. Pasanen et.al. (1991) studied the growth simulation of 2 types of fungi in the presence of air temperature & relative humidity [19]. Using fractals water data was analysed by Parmar et. al. (2013) [23]. Rajesh (2013) studied weather parameters using optimising techniques [25]. Further Srivastava et. al. (2014) studied thunderstorm & cloudburst event [26]. Vathsala et.al. (2015) studied land& ocean variables using data mining techniques [28]. Xi et. al. (2012) studied genomic using random forest [29]. Quinlan (1986) studied different approaches to analyse decision tree which has been used in different areas and systems among which ID3 has been studied in detail to study ways to handle data with noise or which has
missing values [24]. Earlier many attempts have been made to predict the temperature data in various regions using different mathematical models and optimising techniques. The present study contributes to selection and analysing efficient tool and less cost-effective tool for accurate prediction of weather parameters by analysing decision tree tools such as M5P tree, Random Forest, REP tree, Logit Boosting, Ada Boosting M1 and then choosing better tool among all on the basis of statistical errors and time taken.

**Modelling and Analysis**

**Decision Tree:** The algorithm which includes condition control statement is termed as decision tree. It helps to identify a strategy or method most likely to reach objective. Decision tree (DT) in the form of chart structure has internal nodes showing “test” on an attribute and branches shows outcomes of experiment and every node of leaf implies class label. Path from-roots-to-leaf shows classification rules. There are three nodes: Decision Nodes, Chances Nodes, End Nodes.

![Flow Chart 1: The schematic diagram of weather data.](image)

The following decision tree tools have been studied:
- **M5P**: M5P is the modulation of Quinlan’s M5 algorithm for inducing tree of regression models. M5P merges Convection DT with existence of Linear Regression function at the nodes. Multiple Regression models have been fitted for each node. M5P is many valued tree algo., which is preferred due to its following qualities: estimation of error, linear model’s simplification, pruning, Smoothening. Tree pruning begins from the base of the tree and implemented for each non-leaf node. M5’ is induced to generate “TREE”; Then after collapsing into smaller set of if-then rules by either adding or subtracting paths for roots to terminal nodes.

- **REP Tree**: REP Tree Classifier reduces Error Pruning (REP) tree-classifier is an algorithm which works fast on the principle of collecting information Gain by entropy and minimising disturbances arising from variance. REP applies Regression Tree (RT) Logic and generates Multiple Trees in altered iterations. REP Tree is a learner which is efficient in deciding Decision Tree or RT by collecting information gain as splitting criterion and cut back by applying reduced error pollard. It classifies values for numeric characteristic. Missing values are dealt by using C4.5’s method of using fractional instances.

The Algorithm works as follows:

- If all situations belong to same Class, tree is leaf and further leaf is again labelled Class.
- For every value, calculate required details obtained from the test parameters, further calculate “GAIN” of information obtained from test on parameters.
- Based on selection-criterion find appropriate-parameter on branch.

Gain, is a process including ENTROPY; which means existence of disordering of data. The entropy can be calculated as follows: 

\[
\sqrt{\frac{\sum_{\text{abs} (\beta - \alpha)^2}}{N}} \quad (1)
\]

\[
\sqrt{\frac{\sum_{\text{abs} (\gamma - \alpha)^2}}{N}}
\]
Iterating over All Possible value of $\bar{A}$. Conditional Entropy:

$$ENTROPY(K|\bar{A}) = \left| \frac{A_K}{\bar{A}} \right| \log \left| \frac{A_K}{\bar{A}} \right|$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)

GAIN is given by:

$$GAIN(K, \bar{A}) = ENTROPY(\bar{A} - ENTROPY(K|\bar{A}))$$  \hspace{1cm} (3)

The objective is to maximise GAIN. Pruning is a step applied due to outliers. All data set includes few observations which are not well defined and are different than the others in the neighbourhood. Once the tree has been built it must classify all observations in training set in which it is pruned. Objective is to reduce classification error, to make tree more general.

- **Random Forest:** Random forest is combination of randomise based regression trees such as $\{a_q(p, \alpha_n, \Delta_m), n \geq 1\}$ in which $\alpha_1, \alpha_2, \ldots$ are results of randomising variable $\alpha$.

  The trees combine to form average of regression estimate

  $$a_q(P, \alpha) = \left[ \frac{\sum_{j=1}^{\infty} Z_{1|[p, a_q(p, \alpha)]} \cdot 1_{E_{a_q}(P, \alpha)}}{\sum_{j=1}^{\infty} 1_{[p, a_q(p, \alpha)]}} \right]$$  \hspace{1cm} (4)

Such that $E_{\alpha}$ - expectation w.r.t random parameters; $\Delta_m$ - data set; $\alpha$ - randomising variable.

$B_m(P, \alpha)$ be rectangle cell of random partition having P; such that $P = (P^{(1)}, \ldots, P^{(i)})$.

$$a_q(P, \alpha) = \left[ \frac{\sum_{j=1}^{\infty} Z_{1|[p, a_q(p, \alpha)]} \cdot E_{a_q}(P, \alpha)}{\sum_{j=1}^{\infty} 1_{[p, a_q(p, \alpha)]}} \right]$$  \hspace{1cm} (5)

Further, random forest regression takes the form of:

$$a_q(P) = E_q(p, a_q(P, \alpha)) = \left[ \frac{\sum_{j=1}^{\infty} Z_{1|[p, a_q(p, \alpha)]} \cdot E_{a_q}(P, \alpha)}{\sum_{j=1}^{\infty} 1_{[p, a_q(p, \alpha)]}} \right]$$  \hspace{1cm} (6)

- **Logit Boosting:** Logit boosting is a boosting algorithm in which logistic regression is applied to the cost function, the formulation is: $f = \sum_{i} x_i q_i$. 

6
The logistic loss can be reduced by:

$$\sum_j \log(1 + e^{-z_j f(p_j)})$$

(7)

- **Ada Boosting M1**: It refers to additive boosting method, which is sensitive to noisy data. The booster is of the form: $$X_A(y) = \sum_{n=1}^N f_n(y)$$. Such that: $$f_n$$ is a learner values from “y” as input and represents the class of the object. “A” is positive or negative based on the data input.

The Statistical calculations done are:

**Mean Absolute Error (MAE)**: MAE calculates the amount of error among the forecasted values. MAE is used to measure efficiency of continuous variable. Average of difference among observed values and Actual Values is calculated. It calculates gap between model’s prediction and actual points. 

$$MAE = \frac{1}{N} \sum_{i=1}^{N} \frac{abs(X_i - \alpha(X))}{n}$$

$$X_i =$$ Predicted value; $$X =$$ Actual value; $$N =$$ No. of terms

**Root Mean Squared Error (RMSE)**: Average magnitude of errors is measured using RMSE. Errors are squared before they are averaged. It can also be calculated by taking the square root of MSE.

$$RMSE = \sqrt{\frac{1}{N} \sum_{i=1}^{N} (X_i - x_i)^2}$$

$$x_i =$$ Predicted values; $$X_i =$$ Actual value; $$N =$$ No. of observations

**Root Relative Squared Error (RRSE)**: It is used to calculate error which is normalised by taking the absolute of the difference and further square root.

$$RRSE = \sqrt{\frac{\sum abs(x - X)^2}{\sum abs(y - X)^2}}$$

$$x_i =$$ Predicted values; $$X_i =$$ Actual value; $$\gamma =$$ Previous target value; $$N =$$ No. of Observation
**Mean Squared Error (MSE):** Measures average squared error between actual value and predicted value. \[ MSE = \frac{1}{N} \sum_{i=1}^{N} (X_i - \hat{x}_i)^2 \] \( x_i \) = Predicted values; \( X_i \) = Actual value; \( N \) = No. of Observation

**Mean Absolute Percentage Error (MAPE/MAPD):** Measures percentage of difference between actual input & predicted output. Result is expressed in percentage. \[ MAPE = \frac{100}{N} \sum_{i=1}^{N} \frac{abs(X_i - \hat{x}_i)}{abs(X_i)} \] \( x_i \) = Predicted values; \( X_i \) = Actual value; \( N \) = No. of Observation

Daily data of Temperature, rainfall, bright sun shine, evaporation, relative humidity, wind speed for Delhi with coordinates Longitude $77^0 09' 27''$ Latitude $28^0 38' 23''$ N Altitude :228.61m has been taken from 1 January 2017 to 31 May 2018.

The time series of Maximum and Minimum Temperature:

![Daily Temperature](image)

**Figure 1:** Time series plot of Maximum and Minimum Temperature 01.01.2017-31.05.2018

**Table 1:** Statistical Comparison for Minimum Temperature
From above table it can be analyzed that Random Forest shows least time for modeling and shows least error.

**Table 2: Statistical Comparison for Maximum Temperature**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MODEL</th>
<th>TIME TAKEN</th>
<th>MAE</th>
<th>RAE</th>
<th>RRSE</th>
<th>RMSE</th>
<th>MAPE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>M5P</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td>6.78</td>
<td>100.21</td>
<td>100.31</td>
<td>0.6938</td>
<td>0.6148</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RANDOM FOREST</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>4.37</td>
<td>64.62</td>
<td>66.40</td>
<td>6.2964</td>
<td>0.3888</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REP TREE</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>6.77</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100.01</td>
<td>11.4142</td>
<td>0.6215</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LOGIT BOOSTING</td>
<td>1.29</td>
<td>5.0104</td>
<td>99.7211</td>
<td>108.6237</td>
<td>11.0782</td>
<td>0.9788</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ADABOOSTING M1</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>6.0103</td>
<td>100.2532</td>
<td>99.9797</td>
<td>9.0722</td>
<td>0.7887</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

From above table it can be analyzed that Random Forest shows least time for modeling and shows least error.
Figure 2: Statistical Error & time taken comparison by the tools of Decision Tree

Table 3: Error calculated among Predicted and Actual Maximum Temperature

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>01.06.2018</td>
<td>39.0</td>
<td>6.0</td>
<td>40.53</td>
<td>-4.47</td>
<td>44.2</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>45.0</td>
<td>48.8</td>
<td>-3.8</td>
<td>44.2</td>
<td>0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>02.06.2018</td>
<td>36.3</td>
<td>6.9</td>
<td>40.93</td>
<td>-2.27</td>
<td>40.4</td>
<td>2.8</td>
<td>43.2</td>
<td>40.1</td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td>38.2</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>03.06.2018</td>
<td>44.2</td>
<td>-1.7</td>
<td>41.75</td>
<td>-0.75</td>
<td>40.6</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>42.5</td>
<td>38.2</td>
<td>4.3</td>
<td>36.2</td>
<td>6.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>04.06.2018</td>
<td>38.0</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>41.9845</td>
<td>2.1845</td>
<td>45.8</td>
<td>-6.0</td>
<td>39.8</td>
<td>35.6</td>
<td>4.2</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>05.06.2018</td>
<td>43.5</td>
<td>-2.5</td>
<td>42.332</td>
<td>1.332</td>
<td>44.6</td>
<td>-3.6</td>
<td>41.0</td>
<td>38.2</td>
<td>2.8</td>
<td>36.2</td>
<td>4.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**Conclusion**

Decision Tree is the supervised form of learning as it has the fastest computation speed also it is cost effective and also decision tree is less complex. The study of analysing which tool in decision tree is fastest and accurate for weather prediction concludes that random forest is much efficient and takes least time for model formation. Results of minimum, maximum temperature were close to forecasted values using Random Forest. Hence it can be concluded that the efficient tool for forecasting is Random Forest; due to least prediction error in terms of MAE, RAE, RRSE, MSE, MAPE and time taken among others.
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